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Abstract

We investigate the possibility of a multi-Higgs doublet model where the lightest

neutral Higgs boson (h °) decouples from the fermion sector. We are partially moti-

vated by the four t+£-7"y events with M_ _ 60 GeV recently observed by the L3

collaboration, which could be a signal for Z ---, (Z* ---, l+£ -) + (h ° ---*77). Col-

lider signatures for the additional physical Higgs bosons present in such models are

discussed.
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Although the predictions of the Standard Model (SM) are in excellent agreement

with data[l], the symmetry breaking mechanism responsible for generating fermion and

gauge boson masses remains mysterious. In the SM, a single scalar doublet is the source of

spontaneous symmetry breaking via the Higgs mechanism[2]. However, the possibility of

an enlarged Higgs sector beyond the minimal one-doublet version is consistent with data,

and is naturally present in many theories which go beyond the SM. It is also possible

that the symmetry breaking mechanism responsible for giving masses to gauge bosons

is separate from that which generates the fermion masses [3]. An example is technicolor

models, where fermion masses arise from extended technicolor. Since experimental searches

for the remnants of spontaneous symmetry breaking depend sensitively on the nature of

the scalar sector, all model possibilities must be explored. In this context, we examine a

scenario wherein the lightest CP-even neutral Higgs field (h°) does not couple to fermions,

but has essentially SM-like couplings to the W and Z gauge bosons. If such a particle

were sufficiently light, it would be produced at LEP via the reaction e+e - --. Z'h ° and

an excess of g+g-'77 or q?/7"7final states could be observed since then the 27 decay of h°

would be dominant. The L3 Collaboration has recently reported four g+g-77 events with

M_ _ 60GeV[4] which are not explained by SM processes. Motivated by the L3 result,

we explore the simplest scenario in which the h° properties above are obtained.

A simple realization is possible in a model with two Higgs doublets, one of which

primarily generates the W and Z boson masses and the other is coupled to the fermions.

This is often referred to as model I in the literature[2]. Denoting the multiplets by _bl,2,we

impose the discrete symmetry q_l *-+-_bl under which the full Lagrangian and the fermion

fields are fully invariant. This ensures that only _b2couples to fermions and generates the

fermion masses and also guarantees that tree-level flavor changing neutral currents are

absent. Demanding CP invariance for simplicity, the most general Higgs potential is then
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given by[2]

Here the Yukawa couplings Ai are real, and vl,2 are the vacuum expectation values (VEV)

of ¢1,2 which are subject to the constraint v2 + v2 -: v 2, where v is the usual VEV of the

SM. The ratio of VEV's is parameterized as tan B -- v2/vl. If we had tried to construct a

model wherein CP was spontaneously violated and the symmetry ¢1 _ -¢1 was strictly

enforced we would find that these two demands are incompatible[5]. As usual, the Higgs

mass spectrum will consist of a neutral CP-odd field, A (ma = vv/_6), a pair of charged

scalars, H i (mile = vV/-_4),and a pair of CP-even scalars whose mass matrix is given

by Eq. (4.15) in Ref. 2 with As now set to zero. Diagonalization of this matrix through

a rotation by an angle a (-_r/2 <_ a _<0) gives the mass eigenstate basis {h °, H °} with

mho < mno by definition. In terms of a and _, the couplings of h°, H °, A, and H + to

quarks and leptons are given in Ref. 2. It is the field h ° that we will decouple from fermions

while maintaining its couplings to the W and Z at close to SM strength.

In order to sufficiently inhibit the h°ff couplings, it is immediately apparent from

the structure of the couplings that we must restrict cos a sin/3 << 1. In practice, we will

require a to be within _ 10-a of -7r/2, which implies that A3vlv2 << Air 2 (i -- 1,2) and

results in mho "" 2_/_lVCOSfl and mgo 22--2V_2vsinfl as well as A2 > A1/tan2fl. There is

no symmetry that will allow us to set A3 = 0, and therefore the parameters in the Higgs

potential must be fine-tuned to achieve sufficient decoupling. Even if we tune c_to -7r/2 at

the tree-level and force the h°f] coupling to zero, loop diagrams involving both W + and

H + contributions will induce such couplings proportional to m 1. As in other fine tuned

scenarios, we must choose the value of cz at the one-loop level to insure that the h° _ f]

rates remain small.
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Since h ° _ ff is forbidden, the dominant decay of h° when the h° lies below the

WW ° threshold is to the 777 final state through the induced h°7777coupling at one-loop.

In order to calculate the rate for h° _ 77'77(and for H°,A _ 7777),we need the h°H+H -,

H°H+H -, and AH+H - couplings. In this model we obtain

-m o
ghon+H- - cos v '

cosz m r.,.v' sin+ , (2)
gHOH+H- = _v sin/3 v

gAH+H- -- 0

where for numerical purposes we have set Aa=0 and a = -7r/2. Since the AH+H - coupling

vanishes, the A --, 7777process can proceed only via fermion loops. For mao=60 GeV, we

find F(h ° _ 77_/)=1.98 MeV.

For substantial production of h° in association with a Z ° at LEP via e+e- --, Z*h °,

the ZZ*h ° coupling (_ sin(/_- a)).must be as large as possible. With a very close to

-_r/2, we note that sin(/3 - a) __ 1 - ½_2 + 0(/34) if/3 << 1, and thus we will require

to be small. For sin(/_ - a) __ 1, the branching fraction for Z --, Z*h ° --, e+e-h ° is

0.36 × 10-6 for mho = 60GeV. [L3 has a total of ,-, 10s Z events.] However,/3 cannot be

too small if the couplings of H ±, H °, and A are to remain perturbative and be consistent

with low-energy data. For mt = 150GeV, such arguments[7] indicate that tan/3 _ 1/4.

Henceforth we restrict/3 to lie in the relatively narrow region 1/5 g/3 g 1/2 to give SM-

like coupling strength to ZZ*h ° and still satisfy the perturbative constraints. For/3 in this

range and mt= 150 GeV, the current experimental bound[8] on the decay b ---, s77 places

a reasonably strong constraint[7, 9] on mH+. We obtain mH± _ 45 (250, 420)GeV for

tanf_ = 1/2 (1/3, 1/4), which suggests that H + may be quite heavy and then t --, H+b

decay would not occur.



To ascertain that the h° _ 73' mode dominates h ° decay, we must also examine

the rates for such modes as h° _ W'W', Z'Z" which have so far only been calculated

within the SM context[6]. With a = -7r/2, mho = 60 GeV, and tan/3 in the range above

we find that the partial widths for these two process is smaller than that for the 77 mode

by factors of order 20-100.

If Z _ Z*h ° _ g+g-77 is the source of the L3 events, other Z" decay modes should

also be observed. L3 has seaxched [10] for the process e+e - _ Z'h ° _ qq77 and has

placed a bound on the cross section of __ 1 pb for mho -_ 50-60 GeV. Using the ratio of

branching fractions B(Z --0 q_I)/B(Z _ e+e -) = 20.85 measured at LEP[1], this bound

can be translated into a constraint on the branching fraction for Z --. Z'h ° _ e+e-77. The

result is B _ 0.84 x 10-6, which is not far above the model prediction of B = 0.36 x 10-6.

Thus a factor of ,-, 2 increase in statistics should also reveal the h° signal in the qq77

mode. Additionally, since B(Z _ u_,)/B(Z _ e+e -) _ 6, the LEP experiments should

also observe approximately 3 times as many 23' plus missing energy events as the sum of

e+e-77 and/_+/_-77 events.

Since the W_:H±H °, ZH°A, h°W+W -, and h°ZZ couplings all scale as sin(fl-a),

they will all be large; the W_:H±h °, Zh°A, H°W+W °, and H°ZZ couplings, which scale

as cos(/3-c_), will all be of 0(/3) and will be suppressed. This has important implications for

the production of the heavy H ° at the SSC or LHC. (i) The process gg ---, H ° _ W +W- will

be modified in two ways relative to that of the SM. First, since the g9 H° coupling is induced

by fermion loops, it will be enhanced by a factor of sin a/ sin /3. Second, the H°W+W -

coupling is suppressed by a factor of cos(/3- a). With a __ -7r/2 and 1/5 _/3 _ 1/2, the

resulting production cross section is essentially that of the SM Higgs boson. (ii) The rate

for W+W - _ H ° _ W+W - is suppressed by a factor of cos4(/3- a) __/34, making this

process unimportant for the production of a heavy H °. (iii) For H°'s with intermediate

mass, the WW ° decay mode is suppressed in comparison to the SM, but the H ° _ 77
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decay is enhanced. Hence the number of H ° --, 73' events for H ° in this mass range will

be larger than in the SM case. For example, RH = cr(99 _ H ° _ 77)/cr(99 --* H_M

3'7) = 57 (19, 18) for mHo = 90 (120, 150)GeV. A similar, but somewhat smaller result,

Ra, is obtained for the corresponding 99 --* A --. 77 process.

Figure 1 shows the ratios RH,A as functions of the respective particle masses; note

that RA is always less than _ 1 for light A but grows rapidly for mA above 140 GeV. (iv)

The rate for the process 99 _ H _ tt is found to be enhanced in comparison to the SM

by a factor of sin -4 fl -_ 100 which may render it observable at the SSC/LHC.

Figures 2a and 2b show the H ° and A branching fractions, respectively, for mt =

150GeV, tan/3 = 1/3, a = -rr/2, and mt¢_ = 600GeV. For this choice of parameters,

the full widths of both H ° and A are comparable to that of the SM Higgs boson. Figure

2c compares these full widths over a wide range of masses. For a sufficiently massive H °

or A, the decay into the other physical Higgs fields (i.e., H ° ---, H+H -, 2A, etc.) will be

dominant. Note that couplings such as W_H±A and ZH+H - are fixed by gauge invariance

and are unaffected by our choice of the parameters a and/3.

In summary, a two-Higgs doublet model in which one doublet primarily generates

the W, Z masses and the other doublet is dominately coupled to fermions has interest-

ing phenomenological implications which deserve further attention. Such a model could

account for the e+e-'t-y and #+#-77 events observed by the L3 Collaboration. If this in-

terpretation is correct, 77+ missing energy and 77+ two-jet events should also be found

at LEP experiments.
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